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Abstract—In this paper, we present new bounds for the rate loss
of multiresolution source codes (MRSCs). Considering an -res-
olution code, the rate loss at the th resolution with distortion
is defined as = ( ), where is the rate achievable
by the MRSC at stage . This rate loss describes the performance
degradation of the MRSC compared to the best single-resolution
code with the same distortion. For two-resolution source codes,
there are three scenarios of particular interest: i) when both resolu-
tions are equally important; ii) when the rate loss at the first resolu-
tion is 0 ( 1 = 0); iii) when the rate loss at the second resolution is
0 ( 2 = 0). The work of Lastras and Berger gives constant upper
bounds for the rate loss of an arbitrary memoryless source in sce-
narios i) and ii) and an asymptotic bound for scenario iii) as 2
approaches 0. In this paper, we focus on the squared error distor-
tion measure and a) prove that for scenario iii) 1 1 1610 for
all 2 1; b) tighten the Lastras–Berger bound for scenario
ii) from 2 1 to 2 0 7250; c) tighten the Lastras–Berger
bound for scenario i) from 1 2 to 0 3802,
1 2 ; and d) generalize the bounds for scenarios ii) and iii) to
-resolution codes with 2. We also present upper bounds
for the rate losses of additive MRSCs (AMRSCs). An AMRSC is a
special MRSC where each resolution describes an incremental re-
production and the th-resolution reconstruction equals the sum
of the first incremental reproductions. We obtain two bounds on
the rate loss of AMRSCs: one primarily good for low-rate coding
and another which depends on the source entropy.
Index Terms—Additive successive refinement code, progressive
transmission, tree-structured vector quantizer.
I. INTRODUCTION
B ECAUSE of their ability to satisfy varying bandwidth,computation, and performance constraints with a single
code, multiresolution source codes (MRSCs) are playing
an increasingly important role in research and in practice
(e.g., [1]–[6]). A key question about MRSCs concerns the
performance penalty associated with using MRSCs rather
than single-resolution codes (1RSCs). In particular, for any
and any , we call the vector
achievable by multiresolution coding on
source if there exists an MRSC that uses bits per symbol
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Fig. 1. A 4RSC. Decoding the first R b/s of the binary description yields a
reproduction with distortion D . Decoding an additional R   R b/s, for a
total rate of R b/s, yields a reproduction of distortionD < D , and so on.
(b/s) to describe with distortion and then uses an addi-
tional b/s to refine the description to distortion ,
as shown in Fig. 1. The rate loss of the given two-resolution
code (2RSC) is defined as , where
is the rate-distortion function for source . Rate loss
quantifies the performance degradation associated with using a
2RSC rather than the best 1RSC with the same distortion.
A source is called successively refinable if an optimal MRSC
for any distortions achieves the rate-distortion bound
at both stages, i.e., for [7]. Necessary and
sufficient conditions for a source to be successively refinable
appear in [8]. Examples of sources that are not successively re-
finable are shown for discrete-alphabet and continuous-alphabet
sources in [8], [9] and [10], respectively. The MRSC achievable
rate-distortion region for nonsuccessively refinable sources ap-
pears in [11] and [12].
In [13], Lastras and Berger consider the question of whether
there exists a source in which the MRSC rate loss can be made
arbitrarily large. Following an approach developed by Zamir
in [14], they demonstrate that for any memoryless source, the
squared error distortion measure, and any distortions ,
there exists an achievable vector such that , for
. Moreover, they show that an achievable vector can be
found with and . They also show that as ,
with is achievable.
0018-9448/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
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In this paper, we first present a nonasymptotic bound for
when ; second, we tighten the bound for with
from to ; third, we tighten the bound for
from to ; then, we generalize the result
for when and the result for when from
two-resolution to -resolution source codes for any .
We also consider a special type of MRSC called an additive
MRSC (AMRSC). AMRSCs, also known as additive succes-
sive refinement codes, are multiple-description codes used as
MRSCs. The th-resolution reproduction of an AMRSC equals
the sum of the independent reconstructions from the multiple
description code’s first packets [15]. A two-stage AMRSC
(A2RSC) encodes source using two packets with rates
and , respectively. The reproduction from packet
has expected distortion , and the sum of the reproduc-
tions from both packets yields expected distortion .
AMRSCs are of potential interest since their codebook storage
requirements are lower than those of other MRSCs and they
provide a simple framework for low-complexity (greedy) en-
coding. Multistage vector quantizers are a practical example of
AMRSCs. We obtain two bounds on the rate loss of AMRSCs.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let be a real-valued independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) source with probability density function (pdf)
. Let be a real-valued nonnegative difference distor-
tion measure, i.e., for any
and some function : . Assume that is contin-
uous and that there exists a reference letter such that
. For any , define
The rate-distortion function for source and the dis-
tortion measure is
which characterizes the minimum rate required to describe
source with distortion not exceeding . In the arguments
that follow, we frequently assume that there exists a conditional
pdf that achieves . This assumption simplifies the
exposition considerably but is not a necessary condition for any
of our results.
An 2RSC consists of two encoder/decoder
pairs: a) a coarse pair
and
with rate and distortion
and b) a refinement pair
and
with total rate and distortion
We say that the rate-distortion vector is
2RSC-achievable if for any and for sufficiently large ,
there exists an 2RSC such that
The achievable region for 2RSCs, which is defined as the set
of all achievable rate-distortion vectors, is described in the fol-
lowing theorem. The result for finite alphabets comes from [11].
A generalization to any Polish alphabet with an escape symbol
appears in [12].
Theorem 1 [11, Theorem 1], [12, Corollary 9]: For any i.i.d.
source with pdf and distortion measure , the
vector is 2RSC achievable if there exists a
conditional probability such that
The result generalizes to RSCs with [11], [12].
The definition of an A2RSC is similar except
that the refinement decoder is defined as :
and the corresponding distortion is
The following theorem from [15] describes an achievable region
for AMRSCs.1 This region is not tight. The AMRSC theorem
from [15] is for discrete memoryless sources with finite alpha-
bets. The result extends to continuous memoryless sources with
an escape symbol [18].
Theorem 2 [15, Theorem 1]: For any i.i.d. source
with pdf and distortion measure ,
is A2RSC-achievable if there exists a conditional probability
such that
where and .
In this paper, we assume an arbitrary i.i.d. real-alphabet
source with variance and focus on the squared error
distortion measure, i.e., . For any MRSC
or AMRSC with resolutions, if rate-distortion vector
is achievable for
1Note that the notation used here is a little different from that in [15]: X^ is
replaced by Y , X^ +X^ is replaced by Y = Y +Y , and incremental rates
are replaced by total rates. The proof of this theorem, which appears in [16], is
very similar to the one used by El Gamal and Cover for the multiple descriptions
problem [17].
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Fig. 2. Graphical interpretation of (a) Theorem 3, (b) Theorem 4, and (c) Theorem 6. In each graph, the lower curve representsR(D), the upper bound represents
the sum ofR(D) and the rate-loss bound given in the corresponding theorem, and the straight line shows the first- and second-resolution performances of a single
code satisfying the corresponding bounds with equality. This approach for illustrating rate-loss bounds is the same as the one used in [13, Fig. 1].
the rate loss at the th resolution is defined as
b/s.
III. TECHNIQUES
Since Theorem 1 proves the achievability of
for any , proving our main results involves choosing a
particular that satisfies a desired distortion constraint
and then bounding the corresponding rate losses
and .
We rely on a few simple, linear constructions (or “test chan-
nels”) for and . In particular, given some fixed distortions
, we define to be a random variable that achieves
the rate-distortion function at distortion . We use four main
constructions in building for source
where is zero-mean Gaussian noise independent of , ,
, and , is a constant, and both and the variance of
are chosen to satisfy the desired rate-distortion constraint.
Note that the third and the fourth build a reconstruction for res-
olution from the rate distortion achieving reconstruction for
resolution or . The first two constructions were also
used in [13]. Our application of both new constructions and new
combinations of old constructions yields the new results. In all
cases, bounding the rate loss requires bounding the difference
. In several cases, the results given
involve finding bounds associated with several choices of the
vector and then combining them. Combinations either
apply different bounds for different values of or in-
volve convex combinations of several bounds (since the rate loss
turns out to be convex, as shown in Lemma 2).
IV. RESULTS
Throughout this section we assume an i.i.d. source
and the squared error distortion measure.
We first establish a previously unknown property of rate-dis-
tortion functions, which is used in the proof of Theorem 3. All
lemmas are proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 1: Suppose is the rate-distortion function
of an arbitrary i.i.d. source with distortion measure
and , then
Theorem 3 bounds the first-resolution rate loss of a 2RSC
achieving . Roughly, the proof involves finding a
Gaussian approximation of the optimizing reproduction distri-
bution and bounding the optimal rate loss by the rate loss of the
approximation. Use of several Gaussian approximations leads
to both increasing and decreasing rate loss bounds for one code,
and the intersection of these bounds yields the desired constant
bound on the rate loss. Fig. 2(a) shows the graphical interpreta-
tion of this theorem. Achieving performance on the rate-distor-
tion curve in resolution 2 requires a rate penalty in resolution 1
that never exceeds .
Theorem 3: For any with , there exists a
2RSC-achievable rate-distortion vector with
and b/s.
Proof: We here design a code and derive two bounds on
the rate loss. Both bounds are functions of ; one de-
creases as a function of and applies for all
( by assumption), while the other increases as a func-
tion of and applies when . We combine
these functions by choosing the best applicable bound for each
value of . We begin with the increasing bound.
Let and be the random variables that achieve
and , respectively, i.e., and
for . Next, let be a Gaussian
random variable with mean and variance and be
another Gaussian random variable with mean and variance
(written and ).
Set to be independent of and
to be independent of (written
—
and
—
). Thus, and
. We define
and
Here and satisfy the distortion constraints, i.e.,
and , and, by Theorem 1,
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the vector is achievable.
The rate loss at the second stage is
since forms a Markov chain. The rate loss
at the first stage is
(1)
We bound the difference between and
in addition to the difference between
and to bound the rate loss. Let
denote the first difference on the right-hand side of (1); then
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
where (2) follows since implies that
(3) follows since
—
implies
and
form Markov chains, (4) follows since ,
and (5) follows since
—
implies
forms a Markov chain.
Let
and
Then ,
and by the chain rule
(6)
(7)
(8)
where (6) follows since
—
implies that
forms a Markov
chain, (7) follows since
—
, and (8) follows by the
chain rule since
Thus, if and we define
and
—
, then
(9)
where (9) follows since
forms a Markov chain.
As a result, if
(10)
where (10) follows from [19, p. 263, Problem 1] and
.
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We denote the second difference on the right-hand side of (1)
by , which is bounded by . The proof parallels that of
[13, Theorem 3]. In particular
Thus, if , we can bound as
We derive the second bound on by noting that for any
, the rate loss at the first stage can also be bounded
as
(11)
by Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 since zero rate loss at the second
stage implies .
The shaded region of Fig. 3(a) shows the possible values of
as a function of . The maximal value occurs when
, giving .
By applying the same basic strategy used in the proof of The-
orem 3, we improve the bound given by [13, Theorem 5] from
and to and .
Fig. 2(b) shows the graphical interpretation of this result.
Theorem 4: For any with , there exists an
achievable rate-distortion vector with
and .
Proof: The proof of [13, Theorem 5] actually shows that
for a code with and , where and are the
random variables that achieve and , respectively,
and .
We here design a different code and derive a bound for the
new code that decreases in . We then put the increasing
and decreasing bounds together by choosing, for each value
of , the smaller of the two bounds. Setting and
to be the random variables that achieve and ,
respectively, , and ,
with
—
as in the proof of Lemma 1 and defining
and gives and
(12)
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Possible values of (a) L in Theorem 3 and (b) L in Theorem 4.
(13)
Here (12) follows since , , and the
rate-distortion function is a nonincreasing function of ,
and (13) follows from steps (32)–(35) of the proof of Lemma 1.
Thus, for any , we have
The first bound dominates when ; the second
dominates when (see Fig. 3(b)). Together
these bounds give .
We can obtain a looser bound which can be generalized to
any difference distortion measure by using , where
and
—
; in this case, we can bound
by , which leads to the constant bound
.
We next refine the shape of this bound using a technique em-
ployed in [13, Theorem 6].
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Theorem 5: For any with , there ex-
ists an achievable rate-distortion vector with
and
Proof: From Theorem 4, . For
any fixed , this bound is a decreasing function
of . We next design another code and derive its
corresponding bound, which is an increasing function of .
Let , , , and
—
. Then, setting and and
using an approach from the proof of [13, Theorem 5] gives
The second bound dominates when , where
while the first dominates for the remainder of the re-
gion. The maximal value of the combined bound is achieved at
, giving the desired result.
The bound described in Theorem 5 is tight when ,
where . This bound can also be written as
which is a decreasing function of for a fixed value of .
This bound achieves its maximum when , giving
, which is consistent with The-
orem 4. The bound from Theorem 5 is less than the bound from
Theorem 4 when . Fig. 4 shows the bound from The-
orem 5. The shaded region shows the possible values of as a
function of .
Lemma 2 shows the convexity of the rate loss. This result
proves useful in Theorem 6, where we address the case where
the rate losses at both resolutions are equal.
Lemma 2: For any , if rate-distortion vectors
and are 2RSC-
achievable on source , then for any , there exists
an achievable rate-distortion vector
for the same source with and
. Here and
, for all .
Using the convexity of the rate loss proved in Lemma 2 with
the bounds on and from Theorems 3 and 4 gives new
bounds for the case where . In particular, since for
Fig. 4. Possible values of L in Theorem 5.
any , the rate losses and
and the rate losses and
are both achievable by multiresolution coding with distortions
, the rate losses and
are also achievable at these distortions. Setting
proves the achievability of
with distortions . This result slightly tightens the
bound of [13, Theorem 3], which proves the achievability of
and for distortions .
Theorem 6 improves the bound further. The graphical inter-
pretation is shown in Fig. 2(c).
Theorem 6: For any , the rate losses
are achievable.
Proof: As shown in Theorem 3, the rate losses and
are achievable, where
and
if
if .
From Theorem 4, the rate losses and are achievable,
where
if
if .
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Upper bounds for L = L in Theorem 6.
Thus, from Lemma 2, we can draw the conclusion that the rate
losses and are achievable.
Setting gives
if
if
if .
Fig. 5(a) shows the bound for . The maximum occurs
when , giving
Finally, we use the results of Theorems 3 and 4 in a different way
to get the desired result. From (11), and
are achievable. By (12) and (13), and
are achievable. Thus, by convexity, we can achieve
(14)
where (14) follows since for . Fig. 5(b)
combines this bound with the bound of Fig. 5(a). The new max-
imum is achieved when and gives
, thus, is achievable.
For any and , [13,
Corollary 1] shows that there exists an achievable rate-dis-
tortion vector with ,
. This solution suggests approximately identical
priorities at all resolutions. We next consider the case where
we minimize the rate loss at the first resolution, then minimize
the rate loss at the second resolution subject to the first rate
loss and so on. This greedy approach, used in the design of
tree-structured vector quantizers (TSVQs) [20], apparently
maximizes the rate loss at the last resolution. The next theorem
provides an upper bound for this scenario. This result can
also be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 4. We first
introduce Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, which are useful for proving
this theorem.
Lemma 3: Let , , , and be random variables such that
, , and form
Markov chains. Then .
Lemma 4: For any ,
let be a random variable achieving and for
be successively defined as
(15)
Then
where and
—
.
Theorem 7: For any , let be a
random variable achieving , and define
as in (15), and for all
. Then the rate losses for a greedily designed MRSC
with distortions are bounded as and
for all .
Proof: For each , let be the random
variable that achieves , and define ,
where
—
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Further let
i.e., define the joint distribution of
as .
The greedy approach uses and for all
. The rate loss of this code at resolution
is
(16)
(17)
where (16) follows from the definition of . We bound the first
term in (17) as
(18)
where the first inequality follows from the approach of steps
(32)–(35) from the Appendix, and the second inequality follows
since . We bound the second term in (17) as
(19)
(20)
where (19) follows since and are inde-
pendent given , and (20) follows from Lemma
4. Combining (17), (18), and (20) proves the theorem.
Theorem 7 gives a collection of rate loss bounds that
increase with the increasing resolution. This is consistent
with our intuition that performance degrades at higher res-
olutions for greedily designed codes and suggests that the
performance penalty associated with using greedily grown
TSVQs [20] rather than jointly optimized multiresolution
vector quantizers [5], [6] may be large. Proving such a result
would require a tight bound on the rate losses studied in
Theorem 7. We next show how to obtain a tighter bound
on the rate losses in all stages of this greedily designed
code by refining some of the previous arguments. We define
, where ,
, and
—
.
Since and are independent given
(21)
where (21) follows from the approach of steps (32)–(35) from
the Appendix. Note that (18) also implies that
Together, these bounds give
We also find from (21) that . Unfortu-
nately, it may be difficult to extend these new bounds to distor-
tion measures other than squared error.
We can also generalize Theorem 7 in a different way. The fol-
lowing theorem suggests that the penalty of the greedy approach
is in some sense constrained to the resolutions in which it is ap-
plied.
Theorem 8: For any and any
, let be a random variable achieving and
define as in (15). Set and for
all , but constrain for only to guar-
antee distortion . Then we can achieve rate losses bounded
as , for all , and for all
.
Proof: Let be a random variable that achieves
for any , for
, ,
—
for any , and
—
. Further, define ,
for any and for .
Then , for all by Theorem 7,
and for any
(22)
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(23)
(24)
(25)
where (22) follows since
forms a Markov chain, (23) follows since
(24) follows from Lemma 3, and (25) follows from Lemma 4.
We next obtain a bound for the scenario where we first set
to , then minimize subject to , and so on. This
result, which can be viewed as a generalization of Theorem 3,
mirrors the approach of code designs like [21].
Theorem 9: For any and any
, let be a random variable achieving
and for all let be
sequentially defined as
Set for all and constrain for
only to guarantee distortion . Then the rate losses
for all
for all
are achievable.
Proof: For any , let be a random vari-
able that achieves and , where
—
and
—
for any .
Further, define , for any ,
and for . Since
, for all
. Thus, , for all
, and for
any .
For all
Let be independent of all other random vari-
ables; then from the proof of Theorem 3
On the other hand, since
Therefore,
Together, these bounds imply that ,
giving for all by induction.
Similarly, for all .
Finally, we turn our attention briefly to A2RSCs. Before
bounding the rate losses, we first demonstrate another property
of the rate-distortion function.
Lemma 5: Suppose is a rate-distortion function and
, then
if
Theorem 10: For any , there exists an A2RSC-
achievable vector with and
, where
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that .
Let , , and be the random variables that achieve ,
, and , respectively. Set ,
and
—
. Further, let
—
We define and
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Then, by Theorem 2
is achievable, where
Since
then
is achievable. Using the argument from steps (31)–(35) in the
Appendix and the fact that
(26)
(27)
The rate loss at the second stage is
(28)
where
Then can be bounded as
(29)
On the other hand
(30)
Combining Lemma 5, (26), and (27) with (28) gives the last
bound.
We can combine the bounds given in (29) and (30) for fixed
. The first one dominates when , while the
second one dominates when . The maximal
value of the combined bound is achieved at ,
giving .
These bounds are good for the low-rate region, especially for
large . For example, if either or
, we have and . Although
they depend on , , and , they may still be interesting
since no tight characterization is known for the achievable re-
gion, and it is generally difficult to compute from the original
result in [15].
Based on the proof of Theorem 10, we next obtain a new
bound that depends on , the differential entropy of the
source. The bound can be easily computed using only the vari-
ance and the differential entropy of the source. This bound is
tight if is Gaussian.
Theorem 11: For any , there exists an A2RSC-
achievable vector with
Proof: From the Shannon lower bound
From (28), there exists an A2RSC-achievable vector
with and
Similarly,
An outer bound on the achievable region for A2RSCs
also appears in [15]. It is easy to show the existence of a
constant bound on the rate loss if the outer bound is tight. Set
, , where
—
,
—
, , and . Then,
. Therefore, .
Since ,
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we derive new rate loss bounds for MRSCs and
A2RSCs, in some cases tightening existing results and in other
cases treating cases where bounds did not exist previously. For
2RSCs, from the convexity of the rate loss and Theorems 3 and
4, given any rate budget at one resolution, we can immediately
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upper-bound the rate at the other resolution of the optimal code.
While most cases lead to small, constant bounds, we believe
that these bounds are not tight in general. For example, Lastras
and Berger show that and are achievable as
, our bound is in this configuration.
Unlike most of Lastras and Berger’s results, it may be difficult
to extend most of our results to other distortion measure. For
example, we construct in the proof of Theorem
3, but this construction cannot be extended to other distortion
measure directly, e.g.,
However, the results of Theorems 7 and 8 and a looser version of
Theorem 4 can be extended to any difference distortion measure.
Another interesting issue is the implication of the rate loss
bounds for code design. The entropy-coded dithered-lattice
quantizer (ECDQ) [22], [23] is a uniform quantizer followed by
a noiseless variable-rate encoder. The input of the quantizer is
the sum of the source and an independent, uniformly distributed
random variable and the output is the quantizer reproduction
minus the same random noise. If we apply the approach
developed in [24] to MRSCs, we can in practice design a code
with rate loss [25]
where is the codeword length and is the normal-
ized second moment of the -dimensional lattice at the th
resolution (e.g., see [22]). For example, if we use one-di-
mensional lattices, then , and ,
. If we use optimal
lattices and let , then , and at
any resolution. Unfortunately, we have not found corresponding
practical coding schemes for other scenarios.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1: Let be the random variable that
achieves , and let , with
—
and . Note that for any
implies that we have a legitimate distribution. Next, let
. Notice that
Thus, , which implies
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
where (31) follows by applying the chain rule twice to
, (32) follows since , and
(33) follows since
forms a Markov chain by the independence assumptions.
In (34), we take the supremum over all random variables
—
such that ; the supremum is achieved
by , giving the desired result.
This bound is tight. The Gaussian source achieves this bound.
If we set , we can show a looser bound which
can be extended to any difference distortion measure, where
and
—
. For example, the looser
bound for the squared error distortion measure would be
In this case, we can also notice that
is a convex function of for fixed and this function
achieves if . Therefore, the combination of function
and its tangent which passes
the point provides a better bound.
Proof of Lemma 2: Following [12, Lemma 2], if
and
are achievable, then is achievable because
of the convexity of the achievable rate-distortion region of the
multiresolution codes, where
and
(While the proof in [12, Lemma 2] uses incremental rates,
the result generalizes immediately to total rates. In partic-
ular, if the vectors
and of incre-
mental rates and total distortions are achievable, then
is achievable
by [12, Lemma 2]. The corresponding total rate is
which gives the convexity result used above.)
The corresponding rate losses are
giving the desired result.
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Proof of Lemma 3: By using the chain rule for mutual infor-
mation twice, we get
(36)
(37)
Now we can show since
This also shows that . In addition,
, therefore,
(38)
Equations (36), (37) and imply that
Thus, from (38)
Proof of Lemma 4: We first prove that this lemma is true for
. By applying the chain rule twice to ,
we obtain
Thus, by the
argument from steps (32)–(35).
Now suppose that this lemma holds for , i.e.,
(39)
where and
—
. Then
for , let ,
—
,
, and
—
By the chain rule
(40)
We bound the first term on the right-hand side of (40) as
(41)
(42)
where (41) follow from Lemma 3, and (42) follows from the
previous assumption (39).
The second term on the right-hand side of (40) can be
bounded as follows:
(43)
(44)
(45)
where (43) follows by applying the chain rule twice to
to get
(44) follows since
forms a Markov chain, and (45) parallels the chain of inequali-
ties in steps (34)–(35).
Combining (40), (42), and (45) proves this lemma for
. Finally, by induction, this lemma holds for any .
Proof of Lemma 5: Let
and
then . From the convexity of the rate-
distortion function
By symmetry, , thus,
which is nonpositive if .
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